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18V THREADED ROD CUTTER BARE (TOOL ONLY) M18BLTRC-OX BY

MILWAUKEE

Our M18™ Brushless Threaded Rod Cutter is Milwaukee's

dedicated solution for cutting the most common threaded rod

sizes (M6, M10, M8 and M12) on the jobsite. The cordless

threaded rod cutter is powered by a brushless motor and

delivers 400+ cuts while powered by an M18™ REDLITHIUM

®-ION 2.0Ah Battery. The four-sided cutting dies allow you to

cut multiple sizes of threaded rod on one tool by simply

rotating the dies. The rod cutter has the clearest line of sight

and delivers clean, burr-free cuts enabling you to thread a

nut on by hand without having to file down the ends. The rod

cutter features optimised blade geometry and cut speed to

prevent chips and sparks while cutting. It has auto jaw

opening allowing you to perform fast, repetitive cuts while a

reverse button helps prevent unintended cuts. Its centred

grip provides the best balance for one-handed overhead

trims, while the flat horizontal design provides you with a

stable surface for benchtop cuts. Features:

Provides quality, burr-free cuts ready for threading

Allows efficient repeated cuts in stationary and overhead

applications

Reverse button to back out of unintended cuts

Includes:

(1) M18™ Threaded Rod Cutter [M18BLTRC-0X]

(1) Cutting Die Set (2 dies)

(1) Threaded Rod Cutter (Tool Only)

(Not included) Battery and charger

SKU Option Part # Price

8725671 M18BLTRC-0 $749

Model

Type Threaded Rod Cutter

SKU 8725671

Part Number M18BLTRC-0

Barcode 4892210183521

Brand Milwaukee

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 3.5 kg

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg

23 Exhibition Drive, Malaga Western Australia

Monday - Friday 7am-5pm + Sat 8am-4pm
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